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Introduction
The following document reports on results from a 
multi-faceted usability test conducted for  
Rhizome.
 
Rhizome.org and its digital archive, ArtBase,  
were revamped in January 2011. About one year 
later, as part of an overarching mission to attract 
and retain members, Rhizome commissioned a  
usability study of its site. Three Rhizome staff 
members met with the usability testing team to  
offer historical and background details and first-
hand accounts of the redesign process. From 
March to April 2012, the testing team formulated 
and implemented an instrument designed to: 
   (1) gauge the site’s effectiveness and efficiency  
        as they relate to overall user satisfaction;  
   (2) illuminate the site’s greatest strengths; 
   (3) and, where applicable, offer  
        recommendations for improvements.
 

Testing
This test instrument was initially designed to  
assess existing Rhizome.org members under age 
30. However, scheduling conflicts necessitated 
expanding to participants who fit a loose profile  
of potential Rhizome users under age 30. A total 
of ten participants attempted to the best of their 
ability to complete a set of 16 tasks on the  
Rhizome site; this was followed by a 13-question 
post-test questionnaire that assessed their  
general experiences. Each test session lasted  
approximately 35 minutes and was recorded  
using Silverback 2.0 software; a DVD of the test 
sessions accompanies this document.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Analysis
The tasks are designed to individually assess the 
relationships between various site elements and  
established usability principles. Working one task 
at a time, the testing team reviewed the notes for 
and videos of all ten user experiences to reveal 
patterns in task completion. The team then  
synthesized this qualitative data and articulated 
the significant themes—usability issues—identified 
within it. Usability issues associated with each task 
were evaluated for their relative need for attention.

Tasks in which no significant issues emerged 
received a 0 rating, whereas tasks with a 4 rating 
evidence top-priority usability concerns. In order  
to make Rhizome’s redesign process simpler, 
these severity ratings suggest an order of priority.
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SUMMARY OF
FINDINGS

Usability concerns are scarce in Rhizome’s  
navigation and visual design, and those that  
appeared during tests were mostly minor. The 
site’s design is generally compatible with other 
digital resources, offering a familiarity that enabled 
participants to complete most tasks without  
major complications.  In an overall tally, 12 of  
the 16 tasks received severity ratings of 0-2, 
which indicates that most obstacles are minor 
rather than critical. However, a proliferation of  
moderate delays may have lessened some  
users’ overall sense of satisfaction.

There were four tasks (5, 14, 15 and 16) with  
urgent severity ratings. All pointed to weaknesses  
in explicitness and information structure—two  
usability principles often involved in minor issues,  
as well. In two tasks (5, 15) associated with the 
ArtBase, users lacked sufficient instruction and 
cues; participants were confused and slow to  
decipher an efficient means of navigating this  
feature. As demonstrated throughout the tests,  
a dearth of explicitness leads to confusion,  
delays, and sometimes frustrated loss of  
interest among users.
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Participants were asked to rate Rhizome  
on a numeric scale from 1 through 5 for  
the following questions. Averages are listed. 

1. Overall, the information I was asked to 
locate was easy to find. AVERAGE: 3.3

2. Overall, I was able to complete the tasks 
without frustration. AVERAGE: 2.6

3. The language of the site was  
understandable. AVERAGE: 3.8

4. I found the information on the site to be 
trustworthy.  AVERAGE: 4.3

5. The aesthetics of the site—image, colors, 
typography—enhanced my experience.  
AVERAGE: 3.7

6. Overall, the layout of the site enhanced 
my experience using the site.  
AVERAGE: 3.3

7. I found it difficult to leave a comment.  
AVERAGE: 2.3

8. Curating an exhibition in ArtBase was 
straightforward.  AVERAGE: 3.7

9. I was able to use the ArtBase Archives 
without frustration. 
 AVERAGE: 2.9

10. Overall, my experience on the site is 
consistent with Rhizome’s mission  
statement. AVERAGE: 3.6

11. I would use Rhizome as a resource 
when looking for a job or internship  
opportunity. AVERAGE: 3.6

Post-Test  
Questionnaire Analysis

All ten participants rated Rhizome as generally  
fair-to-good on a numeric scale; the participants 
were also asked to describe their experience with 
the site using three adjectives. The written  
comments were generally positive, though some  
users said the site was “eye straining,” “busy,”  
“confusing” and “overwhelming.” Numerical reviews 
of site aesthetics were mostly positive as were  
those for credibility. In addition, a majority of users 
disagreed with the statement, “I was able to use  
the ArtBase Archives without frustration,” which 
informed recommendations for prioritizing the  
improvement of key site features.
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TASK ANALYSIS



Locate and read  
Rhizome’s mission  
statement.

TASK GOALS
• Test the compatibility with user expectations  

of labeling systems from other websites
• Test the users’ ability to identify the purpose  

of ArtBase

FINDINGS
All of the test subjects found the mission  
statement without difficulty and were visibly 
pleased with the efficient task accomplishment. 
The only issue that was universally acknowledged 
involved the unclear relationship between  
Rhizome and ArtBase. 

TASK 1

 
SEVERITY RATING: 2

ASSESSMENT
Western cultures read from top to  
bottom and left to right. Because  
the first menu category in the global  
navigation is “ArtBase,” users are  
inclined to click “About” under the 
ArtBase tab. In order to locate the 
Rhizome mission statement, however, 
users must scan to the far right of the 
page to discover the menu category 
“Join,” with “About Rhizome” and  
“Mission” located directly under it.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Spatially redistribute menu categories 
to emphasize Rhizome as the institution 
and ArtBase as one of its offerings.

A user searching for the Rhizome mission statement 
within ArtBase rather than within Join.
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TASK 2

Subscribe to “Rhizome  
Announce: Events”.

TASK GOALS
• Test the cognitive energy required to navigate 

through the site’s hierarchy
• Test the prioritization of functionality and  

information

FINDINGS
The majority of users were initially uncertain  
as to whether or not they were being asked to  
subscribe to the RSS feed. Due to the positioning 
of a large chunk of text above the email subscrip-
tion options, most users expressed disdain over 
the time it took to accomplish the task.

“I can’t find Announce Events, so this 
must mean I need to subscribe to the 
RSS feed.” 
SEVERITY RATING: 2

ASSESSMENT
The task was specifically designed to  
illustrate the power of hierarchy in  
designing for optimal usability. Users tend 
to believe the information located at the 
bottom of a list, especially when required 
to scroll down, is not as important as that 
located above. As building a substantial 
mailing list is an objective of this site, an 
easy and accessible link is necessary.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Employ a more obvious icon in the 
global header to reduce the user’s 
cognitive workload. On the “Subscribe” 
page, restructure the layout with  
mailing list options at the top and 
chunks of text at the bottom.

A user subscribing to the RSS feed instead of Events.
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TASK 3

Connect with Rhizome  
via Facebook.

TASK GOAL
Test compatibility of site elements with users’  
expectations from other sites

FINDINGS
Every participant located the Facebook icon  
easily and quickly.

ASSESSMENT
The ubiquitous Facebook 
icon is used, eliminating 
uncertainty.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None.

“Oh! I see it! I found Facebook!” 
SEVERITY RATING: 0

A user clicking on the Facebook icon to connect to Facebook.
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TASK 4

Access the Community 
Calendar and learn about 
events in the middle of 
April.

TASK GOAL
Test prioritization of access to calendar

FINDINGS
Users successfully employed a variety of available 
methods for reaching the calendar.

ASSESSMENT
Multiple access points to the calendar are 
intuitively located and easily utilized.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None.

“I’ve found the calendar and I can clearly 
see what events are happening in April.” 
SEVERITY RATING: 0

A user looking at calendar events in April.
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TASK 5

Locate the full text of the 
2011 essay “Why +  
Wherefore in the ArtBase”  
by Natalie Saltiel.

TASK GOAL
Test affordance of ArtBase attributes

FINDINGS
Most users had difficulty with this task. Users started  
in the ArtBase but were then unsure how to continue.  
Several approaches occurred: browsing returned not  
the essay itself but the artwork it discusses; using the 
search bar; exploring the global navigation bar and  
footer. A few users successfully located the essay by 
clicking on “Essays” in the footer. 

SEVERITY RATING: 3

ASSESSMENT
The distinction among essays, blog  
posts, and artworks seems to be very  
unclear. The visual format of the blog 
tempts users to scroll through the content 
in a linear manner without understanding  
ArtBase’s full scope.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Design ArtBase attributes so their function 
is more straightforward. Segregate and 
label content more explicitly.

A user searching for an artwork rather than an essay.
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TASK 6

Comment on the piece 
“Personas” by Aaron Zinman.

TASK GOALS
• Test the compatibility of comment feature with 

that of other digital resources
• Test socio-pleasure afforded by the comment 

feature
• Test functionality and information design of  

ArtBase browse

FINDINGS
Most users selected ArtBase as their starting  
location and then browsed by artist and then by  
title, upon which they located the piece. All users 
eventually found the comments field and entered  
a comment easily. One user assumed that being 
asked to comment meant a verbal comment, so  
she spoke her thoughts as opposed to writing  
them in the comments field.

SEVERITY RATING: 0

ASSESSMENT
The comment feature is compatible 
with users’ prior experiences. Users 
were able to synthesize their cognitive 
and emotional reactions to the piece 
and produce a comment. Although our 
team asked users not to use the search 
bar function, browsing was acceptable 
as the only known method for efficiently 
completing the task.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None.

A user searching for Personas in the ArtBase.
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TASK 7

There is a job opening for  
an Assistant Professor,  
Interactive Media/Gaming, 
Tenure Track, in Coral Gables, 
Florida. Find the posting.

TASK GOAL
• Test compatibility of the Jobs Board with user 

expectations
• Test prioritization of information layout

FINDINGS
Users easily located the Jobs Board in the global 
navigation bar or footer. They checked off Aca-
demic, clicked Filter Results, and scrolled to find 
the posting. However, some users immediately 
clicked the Opportunities tab first, only clicking  
the Jobs tab once they could not find the posting.

“Opportunities? Is that the same?” 
SEVERITY RATING: 1 ASSESSMENT

The Jobs Board’s filtering and search 
result elements are compatible with oth-
er digital resources. Despite otherwise 
effective color contrasts that indicate 
which tab/filter is currently open, some 
users seemed not to notice the default 
selection of the “Jobs” tab. It is likely 
that they initially scanned left-to-right 
for cues as to their next move and saw 
“Opportunities” as the first option.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Move “Jobs” tab to the leftmost posi-
tion. Keep color contrast to reinforce 
user’s orientation within the filter.

A user clicking on Opportunities.
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TASK 8

Locate information on 
making financial 
contributions to Rhizome.

TASK GOAL
Test prioritization of primary site features

FINDINGS
Users found this task to be very easy and  
completed it quickly by first selecting either  
“Join” from the global navigation bar or  
“About Rhizome” in footer.

“Oh, I got that! Easy!” 
SEVERITY RATING: 0

ASSESSMENT
Providing multiple access points and  
using clear, explicit labels allowed users  
to easily access this information. The 
strong compatibility factor enabled us-
ers to complete this task efficiently and  
without frustration. Site credibility could  
be examined if participants were asked  
to complete the donation process.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None.A user locating donation information via Join.
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TASK 9

Find information on what 
happens once an artwork is 
submitted to ArtBase and 
complete the process of  
submitting an artwork from 
the first step through the 
Draft step.

TASK GOAL
• Test clarity of language and tone of writing
• Test prioritization of information in page layout

FINDINGS
Users faced no significant delays in accomplishing 
this task.

 
SEVERITY RATING: 0

ASSESSMENT
Submission information is effectively  
positioned on the page where users  
will expect to find it. This, and the 
straightforward, clear informative  
language, enhance the ArtBase’s  
credibility and encourage participation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None.

A user entering information for her artwork submission.
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Find open fellowships 
and residencies.

TASK GOALS
• Test design and focus of information
• Test ability of navigation structures to facilitate 

the location of information
• Test physio-pleasure of using the site for job 

searching

FINDINGS
Most users had issues with finding the page that  
contained fellowships and residencies together.  
Some users looked first within the Program  
section under Resources and only found  
residencies. A few users became frustrated  
because they assumed that Program Resources 
was the only page with these resources, and  
were unaware that the Rhizome Jobs Board also  
contained residencies in addition to fellowships.

TASK 10

 
SEVERITY RATING: 2

ASSESSMENT
While their information was focused and 
appropriate, fellowships and residencies 
were not posted cohesively. Inability 
to complete this task was frustrating 
for some users and reduced psycho-
pleasure, as it was more cognitively 
demanding than some had expected.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Tighten information layout by combin-
ing Resources and Jobs Board into 
one page so users don’t have to navi-
gate through two areas to find similar 
information. A central location would 
enhance searchability since users are 
accustomed to going to one specific 
area of a site for job-related resources. 

A user seeking fellowships and residencies via Resources.
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TASK 11

Locate the FAQ for “The 
Download” and read the 
description.

TASK GOAL
Test prioritization of information within  
page layouts

FINDINGS
Overall, users completed this task relatively  
quickly, but none found the FAQ without having  
to scan the entire page first. One user thought  
the blurb about the Download at the top of the 
page was the FAQ.

 
SEVERITY RATING: 1

A user searching for the FAQ.

ASSESSMENT
The FAQ is not positioned prominently 
enough. Nesting it in a block of small 
text caused users to frequently look 
over it as they were scanning the page.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Locate the FAQ closer to the About the 
Download blurb to group intellectually 
related items together, or it from a block 
of text and enlarge its font to make it 
visually more prominent.
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TASK 12

In the ArtBase, curate an 
online exhibition using five 
black and white pieces.

TASK GOAL
Test efficiency, socio-pleasure, and affordance of 
curating an online exhibition

FINDINGS
Although more time and effort was spent curating 
the first piece, users quickly learned how to add 
the other pieces efficiently. Some participants  
enjoyed the idea of curating an exhibition and 
contributing to a social forum, but others  
commented that the format was ‘boring’ or ‘plain.’

 
SEVERITY RATING: 1

ASSESSMENT
Repetition of the other form layouts on 
the site adds to its visual consistency 
and continuity. The site employs the 
visual movement cue of the three dash-
es, popular in other media applications, 
as an affordance to let users know what 
they can interact with on the page.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Make the visual design a bit more  
playful and engaging with the user,  
but without losing any unification of  
its visual design theme.

A user adding a piece to her online exhibition.
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TASK 13

Locate and read the 
posting that describes the 
Seven-on-Seven 
Conference.

TASK GOALS
• Test information structure/design of the global 

navigation bar
• Test consistency and error prevention/recovery 

capacity of navigation system

FINDINGS
Users easily accomplished this task in a variety 
of ways, such as remembering it from previous 
pages, or finding it under “Programs” in the global 
nav bar. But some experienced frustrating delays 
when trying to return to the main Rhizome site 
from the Seven-on-Seven landing page.

 
SEVERITY RATING: 1

ASSESSMENT
Despite being a part of the Rhizome.org 
domain, the Seven-on-Seven page 
does not use Rhizome’s global nav bar, 
thus interrupting the navigational flow. 
This inconsistency led to a decrease 
in psycho-pleasure, as some users 
expressed frustration at having to con-
sciously re-enter the Rhizome site. Like-
wise, psycho-pleasure may decrease 
if users reach this page unintentionally 
and blame themselves for the inability 
to quickly recover from the error.

RECOMMENDATIONS
All pages within the Rhizome.org do-
main should include the global naviga-
tion bar to maintain consistency and 
facilitate smooth error recovery.

Unsure of where to click, a user tries to re-enter the  
Rhizome website from the Seven-on-Seven page.
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TASK 14

On a member-generated  
discussion that already  
has 2 or more replies...

TASK GOALS
• Test compatibility of the “Discuss” forum with 

user expectations
• Test explicitness of labels and links within the 

“Discuss” forum

FINDINGS
Users quickly located the correct site section 
through the global nav bar. The majority of users 
did not acknowledge the introductory explanation 
of the aggregation method. All users expressed 
frustration when they had repeat difficulty identify-
ing the content-type of the listed items. Most  
users were delayed by the “Length” count (a sum 
of the original item AND its number of comments).

ASSESSMENT
Users did not criticize the concept of aggregat-
ing content types; but, many considered the title 
(“Discuss”) misleading, as they anticipated fea-
tures and functionality more akin to a traditional 
online forum. This expectation also caused confu-
sion about the “Length” number; users are accus-
tomed to the explicitness of a “Replies” figure.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Consider changing the name “Discuss” to some-
thing with fewer existing connotations. In a larger, 
more obvious font design, include concisely-worded 
explanation of the aggregation design. Clearly label 
each item with its type (essay, conversation, etc.)—
or group content first by type and then by date to 
make aggregation method implicitly understood. 
Replace the term “Length” with “Replies” to eliminate 
unnecessary confusion and meet user expectations.

“Oh, but this isn’t  
a discussion, this 
is a blog post.  
Does that count?” 
SEVERITY RATING: 3
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“I don’t get it.” 
SEVERITY RATING: 4

...leave a comment using 
a colored font and include  
a horizontal rule.

TASK GOAL
Test formatting tools in the commenting feature  
for their level of affordance

FINDINGS
Many users gave up on completing this task,  
while those who did finish it hit significant delay.

ASSESSMENT
The nod to digital art origins is appreciated,  
but users demonstrated little patience for either 
learning or manipulating the default HTML-
based method. Users unfamiliar with HTML 
practices may feel alienated and be disinclined 
to participate in the Rhizome community.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Adopt automated comment formatting tools 
more in line with web trends with a toggle  
option for those users capable of and  
interested in editing the source HTML.

A user tries to choose a color but cannot figure it out. 21



TASK 15

Locate the “Timeline”,  
and then click on the 
piece “nonsense” from 
December 21, 1998.

TASK GOAL
• Test functionality of “Timeline” feature
• Test explicitness and affordance of navigational 

elements within “Timeline”
• Test for presence of mapping elements that 

instruct use of “Timeline”

FINDINGS
All users initially seemed confident in their ability to 
manipulate the interface. Upon selecting the “1998” 
link from the top, users looked for the right artwork 
by side-scrolling through the months, which did not 
align properly, or tried to click on the un-clickable 
month labels. Several users accomplished the task 
using site features OTHER than “Timeline.”

ASSESSMENT
The name “Timeline” and the visual 
design provide cues as to its purpose, 
but navigational elements often do not 
function as it seems they should (e.g., 
years are clickable but months are not). 
Throughout their efforts, users tended 
to blame themselves for “missing 
something” and demonstrated a gen-
eral sense of uncertainty or confusion. 
However, several users showed that the 
task could be more easily accomplished 
elsewhere on the site.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Examine “Timeline” coding and design 
for errors to restore basic functionality, 
and perform tests to ensure its stability 
within different browsers, operating  
systems, screen sizes, etc. Redesign 
navigational elements to be more  
explicit and anticipatory of user  
expectations, e.g., allowing both years 
and months to be clickable. Include 
right and left directional arrow buttons 
to indicate side-scrolling ability.

Upon selecting 1998, a user scrolls through the months.22

SEVERITY RATING: 3



TASK 16

Find a blog post from 
Rhizome staff Nick Hasty 
and leave a comment.

TASK GOAL
• Test clarity of purpose for and among various 

blog and blog-like site sections
• Test navigation system for its prioritization of 

important information and features

FINDINGS
Users had immediate difficulty because they were un-
sure of where to start. Users first looked to global nav 
bar or primary section of home page. Others browsed 
tags, staff lists, and indexing features for the author’s 
name. Many participants simply accomplished the 
task serendipitously or through prolonged scrolling.  “I don’t know 

which one is the blog. 
Is ArtBase the blog?” 
SEVERITY RATING: 3

ASSESSMENT
Global nav bar has no “Blog” section, but 
numerous blog-like site sections (home 
page, Staff Blog, Blog Archive, Edito-
rial, etc.) caused confusion and delays, 
as users were reluctant to commit to the 
“wrong” section. Location of Blog link in 
footer led to annoyance. When brows-
ing by name, users were confused and 
delayed by alphabetizing method (by first 
name within each last name letter section).

RECOMMENDATIONS
Streamline Blog and Staff Blog into single 
section featuring content generated by 
Rhizome as an organization and individual 
staff. Include it in global nav bar. Indexes 
of names (staff, artists, etc.) should al-
ways be alphabetized by last name rather 
than switching to first name alphabetiza-
tion once a last name letter is clicked.A user tries to locate Nick Hasty in the staff section. 23



APPENDIX



MODERATOR’S GUIDE 
INTRODUCTION

Welcome to this usability study of the Rhizome.org website. Thank you for volunteering. The 
results of your evaluation and that of others will be used to improve the site. There will not be 
any names attached to the comments on the final report, so you can be assured of complete 
confidentiality.

My name is _______________ and I will be moderating your study today. The study should take 
about 35 minutes. During that time you will be asked to complete, as best you can, 16 tasks. 
Each task is written on a card that I will hand to you to first read and then to complete [hold up 
first card to show as example].  

There is a web camera here [point to web camera]. During the test your reactions and comments 
will be recorded by this camera. The software will also record your mouse action on the screen. 
While completing the tasks, please do not use the search box unless instructed to do so. 

I’ll try to be as quiet as possible. However, if during the test you have questions, just ask.

Do you have any questions before we begin?

Ok, let’s begin. [Start test in Silverback; once started, hold first task card up to camera]

*****Remember before each task to hold task # in front of web camera*****

TASKS COMPLETED

Great, you’re finished with the tasks. There’s a few quick questions, about your experience using 
the site, that I’d like you to answer before you go [try to memorize this verbatim].
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TASKS AND PROBING QUESTIONS
1. Locate and read Rhizome’s mission statement.

2. Subscribe to “Rhizome Announce: Events”.

3. Connect with Rhizome via Facebook.

4. Access the Community Calendar and learn about the events in the middle of April.

5. Locate the full-text of the 2011 essay “Why + Wherefore in the ArtBase” by Natalie Saltiel.

6. Leave a comment on the piece “Personas” by Aaron Zinman.

7. There is a job opening for an Assistant Professor, Interactive Media/Gaming, Tenure Track, 
in Coral Gables, Florida. Find the posting.

8. Locate the information on making financial contributions to Rhizome.

9. Locate information on what happens once an artwork is submitted to ArtBase and 
complete the process of submitting an artwork from the first step through the Draft step.

10. Find open fellowships and residencies.

11. Locate the FAQ for “The Download” and read the description.

12. In the ArtBase, curate an online exhibition using five black-and-white pieces.

13. Locate and read the posting that describes the Seven-on-Seven Conference.

14. On a member-generated discussion that already has 2 or more replies, leave a comment 
using a colored font and include a horizontal rule.

15. Locate the “Timeline”, and then click on the piece “nonsense” from December 21, 1998.

16. Find a blog post from Rhizome staff Nick Hasty and leave a comment.
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POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE
For all questions using a scale from 1-5, use the following:

1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree

1. Overall, the information I was asked to locate was easy to find.
1 2 3 4 5

2. Overall, I was able to complete the tasks without frustration.
 1 2 3 4 5

3. The language of the site was understandable.
 1 2 3 4 5

4. I found the information on the site to be trustworthy.
 1 2 3 4 5

5. The aesthetics of the site—image, colors, typography—enhanced my experience.
 1 2 3 4 5

6. Overall, the layout of the site enhanced my experience using the site.
 1 2 3 4 5

7. I found it difficult to leave a comment.
 1 2 3 4 5

8. Curating an exhibition in ArtBase was straightforward.
 1 2 3 4 5

9. I was able to use the ArtBase Archives without frustration.
 1 2 3 4 5

10. Overall, my experience on the site is consistent with Rhizome’s mission statement.
 1 2 3 4 5

11. I would use Rhizome as a resource when looking for a job or internship opportunity.
 1 2 3 4 5

12. What are the top three adjectives you would use to describe your experience using the site?

13. On average, how many times per week do you access Rhizome.org?

[ ] 0   [ ] 1-2       [ ] 3-4    [ ] 5-6   [ ] 7+
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